2000 mitsubishi eclipse fuel pump relay location

I cant find the relay for the fuel pump, i checked the fuel pump, it is good, used a test light on
the wires going to the fuel pump, and no power getting to it, any ideas? You have both a fuel
pump relay and a module in this vehicle to be concerned with The fuel pump relay is mounted in
the passenger side foot well area, behind the carpet of the center console just below the radio
area The relay module is located on exactly the opposite location, in the driver side of the
console, again below the radio area mounted behind the carpet. My concern at this point would
not be so much about the fuel pump not coming on, but that you are not getting injector pulse
either. Similarly, if there is no RPM signal, your injectors will not fire either. If the fuel pump
relay is bad, you will still get injector fire just nothing will come out ; same goes for the module.
I would be focusing on your MFI relay attached to side of fuel pump relay , the associated fuses,
and making sure your crank sensor is working. If the crank sensor goes out, you will have no
spark, no fuel, and no injector pulse. Similarly if key power lines are down to the PCM via fuse
or MFI relay failure , there will be no reference voltages, and therefor no spark, no injector fire.
Tuff is correct. Did you check for voltage at the pump while someone was trying to crank the
car? If engine is not turning over you will not get any power to the fuel pump. These pumps do
not prime when the key is just turn to the run position. Pump only comes on if engine is turning
over. Justino answered 7 years ago. Sounds like ur mpi relay went out that relay is underneath
ur radio bolt to the frame of the console I forgot the number on it but is gold pull the passenger
side panel off u should see the two bolts that keep it there on the frame. Clarence answered 7
years ago. Victorpimentel answered 6 years ago. I have a mercedes s replaced fuel pump relay,
fuel pump, fuel filter, fuel pressure regulator and injectors are cleaned has Premium gas half
tank fuel pump is not working before I replaced the relay and still doesn't work no sound engine
tries to turn over used starter fluid runs then dies any help is appreciated. When replacing the
fuel filter I tore the fuel hose slightly on accident went got seal tape for gasoline hose and went
tape every thing hose claps and the positive and negative turminal on fuel pump wanted to play
safe ran for a few minutes then when I reved the engine it sounded funny rev wasn't normal I
tried adjusting the throttle cable helped a little bit went and parked it in front of my house turned
it off and turned the key won't start went removed the black tape over the positive and negative
terminal on the fuel pump I heard the pump turn on started and turned off the engine and
started again won't start no sound to fuel pump engine tries to turn over any help. I got a
caprice classic installed new fuel pump I have a mistsubishi eclipse gt,no power to fuel
pump,pumpworks,relay good,don,t know where module could be,what else could be the
problem. Missy answered 5 years ago. I have a Mitsibushi Eclipse GS, 2. Diagnostic showed
Crankshaft position sensor and one of the small belts connected to timing Need help changed
fuel pump and car still not starting getting fuel at the fuel rail wants to start with starting fluid
please help. I installed a new pump in my 93 Eagle Talon. And it doesn't seem to be getting
power??? I looked in fuse panel, underwood box, and relay box Not getting spark for sum
reason I have a Mitsubishi Eclipse GS I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
pump not getting power to it. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Mitsubishi Eclipse question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Mitsubishi Eclipse Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. After I
removed the fuel pump, I tested the old pump to make sure that it was the problem. I checked it
by connecting it to 12 volts and the pump would not operate-all it would do was click. Now-the
new pump will not run operate. I tested the new fuel pump to make sure that it was good by
applying it directly to 12 volts and it does run. But, when the pump is connected to the wiring
harness, it does not work. I checked for power at the fuel pump connections-no voltage
whatsoever. Checked all fuses in the engine compartment-they're ok. Checked all fuses in the
passenger compartment-they're ok. I started checking the relays-but I was unable to identify the
fuel pump relay nor the ASD relay. No wiring schematic is available-so I need help please! Do
you. Hello, This sounds like it can be the fuel pump relay or the MFI relay I have found all of the
engine and fuel pump wiring diagram along with the fuse panel and relay locations. Here are a
couple of giuse for you to go over and then down to the diagrams. Cheers, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. Seems fuel or power not getting to fuel pump or fuel pump relay.
Seems like? What have you actually tested? I need a little help I need to know where the fuse
fuses? And relays are for the fuel pump on a mitsu eclipse v6 auto. The fuse panel for the
interior panel is at the end of the dash on the driver's side. There is another fuse box in the
engine compartment on the driver's side. The relay for the fuel pump is in the same area as the
fuse panel inside the car at the end of the dash on the driver's side. I am including a diagram of

the location and some descriptions of what else is there. Image Click to enlarge. Please login or
register to post a reply. I Tried To Start Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Where is
the fuel pump relay located on this vehicle? Do you have the same problem? Here is a guide
that will help you do some testing. Four cylinder two wheel drive automatic 16, miles. Do you.
Hello, The fuel pump relay is located under the hood in the relay center. Cheers, Ken Image
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Where is the fuel pump relay located on vehicle. Check out
the diagrams Below. Please let us know what happens. Image Click to enlarge. My car's engine
shut off while I was driving and I tried to turn it on but will not start. It sounds as if the gas is not
passing through. I don't know if it's the fuel pump, the relay, please help me find the problem.
Thanks, Enrique Was this answer. Do you have a multimeter to do some testing? If so we can
see if there is power and ground going to the fuel pump. I looking for a diagram for where to
remove and install fuel pump relay none turbo. This is under the hood, drivers side if I am not
mistaken. Mine only had two in that same area it sure help after seeing three other diagrams. So
I picked the left one our if the two and it works now. Thank you Was this answer. Glad we could
help. Please login or register to post a reply. It Says Omron, Mr Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! The Mitsubishi Eclipse fuel pump utilizes two check valves to control fuel
pressure and correct fuel flow through the gas lines. Different recalls on the Eclipse affect the
operation fuel pump check valve. Once the fuel pump check valves begin to have problems,
different symptoms develop in the performance of the Eclipse engine. A symptom of a faulty
fuel pump check valve in a Mitsubishi Eclipse is when the engine hesitates during acceleration.
The Eclipse operator gently presses the accelerator pedal and the engine hesitates before
catching and speeding up the vehicle. This hesitation is caused by the fuel pump check valve
not opening and closing properly. The Mitsubishi Eclipse engine misfiring is a sure symptom of
a faulty fuel pump check valve. Fuel or gasoline is not being sent to the cylinders or not enough
fuel is being sent to the cylinders so the firing sequence is interrupted. A recall on the Eclipse
concerning the fuel line hose fitting is affecting the performance of the input check valve on the
fuel pump and creating this problem. A Mitsubishi Eclipse engine will begin to stall during
engine idle once a fuel pump check valve goes bad or quits working. The stalling is a symptom
of a check valve not working properly or failing completely. The input or output check valve is
remaining closed and only opens once enough fuel pressure is built up behind the check valve
pushing it open. This excessive pressure pushes more gasoline into the cylinders causing the
engine to stall. A symptom of a bad fuel pump check valve is when the Mitsubishi Eclipse
engine does not start. The Eclipse engine does turn over, but acts as though the automobile is
out of gas. The operator can continue to attempt to start the Eclipse and once enough fuel
pressure is built up in the line, the engine will catch and start. This symptom is a sure sign that
the check valve is faulty. Horacio Garcia has been writing since , beginning his career as the
spokesperson for Trinity Broadcast Network. Within 10 years Garcia was being called upon to
write speeches and scripts for several state and federal congressmen, local broadcast networks
and publications such as "Readers Digest. New car petrol engines image by Christopher Dodge
from Fotolia. Engine Stalling A Mitsubishi Eclipse engine will begin to stall during engine idle
once a fuel pump check valve goes bad or quits working. Writer Bio Horacio Garcia has been
writing since , beginning his career as the spokesperson for Trinity Broadcast Network. The
Mitsubishi Eclipse has an electric fuel pump so you should check its fuses and relays and
ensure you have fuel before performing the more difficult task of inspecting the fuel pump. If
your vehicle still has difficulty getting fuel you may need to clean or replace the fuel pump. The
Mitsubishi Eclipse's variety of styles can affect the replacement fuel pump you choose.
Determine which fuel pump your Mitsubishi Eclipse will need. This depends not only on the
make and model, but also the engine size. Models of the Mitsubishi Eclipse made from to offer
choices of 2. Models manufactured after can be equipped with a 2. Prepare your vehicle for fuel
pump servicing. Relieve the fuel system pressure and disconnect the negative battery cable
with a wrench. Take out the rear seat cushion by pulling the seat stopper out and lifting the
lower cushion up. You can now remove the inspection cover on the passenger side of the
vehicle. Disconnect the fuel lines and unplug the fuel pump's electrical harness. Remove the
locking ring on the fuel pump assembly with a wrench if your vehicle has all wheel drive.
Remove the fuel pump from the fuel tank. Install the new fuel pump into the fuel tank using the
items included in the kit. Tighten the locking ring over the fuel pump if your vehicle has all
wheel drive. Close the inspection cover and connect the fuel hose and electrical harness.
Replace the rear seat and negative battery cable. This article was written by a professional
writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure
our readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply
learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Determine which fuel pump your
Mitsubishi Eclipse will need. Step 2 Prepare your vehicle for fuel pump servicing. Step 3

Disconnect the fuel lines and unplug the fuel pump's electrical harness. Step 4 Install the new
fuel pump into the fuel tank using the items included in the kit. Things You'll Need Fuel pump kit
Wrench. Phillips head screw driver Needle nose pliers preferably 90 degree needle nose that are
great for hose clamps WD or a dab of Motor Oil Goggles Bucket Note: If your fuel pump came
with a DSM install kit, you will not use anything from that kit including the new pickup sock that
comes with it. You will reuse the stock pickup sock. Working with fuel is can not only get to the
senses but cause you to gag so roll down all your windows, open your hatch, and your garage.
There are two tabs at the crotch area that you simply pull to release the seat from the top of the
gas tank. Note: You will need to thread your rear seat belt locks through the seat as well, so
take care not to be too rough with it. In the center there will be a square plate held on by 4 self
tapping screws with a cable going to the center of it. Pull up the plate and there will be two
harnesses that you will need to disconnect. Disconnect those harnesses and you should see
this:. Removal of the fuel return line and the fuel feed line. Be very careful with the fuel feed line.
If your car has not been sitting for a day or so because it will be pressurized and you will
inevitably have gas spray in your car and it will leak out onto the floor. It is advisable to wear
some protective lenses for that step. At this point in time observe the fuel tank assembly, you
will see a triange the one pictured above is green , that is a reference pointer. Since it is difficult
to see the mark on the black ring which holds the assembly in the gas tank, take a silver sharpie
or something that can make a mark on black plastic to mark where the black ring will end up
once you screw it back in during reinstallation. The proper way to remove this is to use the
special Mitsubishi tool you would typically use to hold your crank pulley in place while you are
unbolting it except it has specific attachments to properly loosen and unscrew it from the pump
assembly. Be careful not to preserve the humps in the ring as you can literally chip them off if
you hammer on a single hump too much. Removing the black ring from that tight area might be
tricky, so tuck the harnesses and the hose into the space underneath the sheet metal and it will
come out a lot easier. For this part, put a bucket right next to the gas tank because the fuel
pump assembly holds a bit of fuel in it. The more gas you spill on this step, the longer you will
have that gas smell in your car. There are 3 tabs located around the top for this. Also very
important that you disconnect the electrical connection to the top of the fuel pump as well.
Again, insure that you have disconnected the electrical harness from the top of the fuel pump,
then remove the clip that holds the fuel pump into the fuel filter. Since the new fuel pump is
longer than the stock fuel pump, the clip will no longer be used and you may place it to the side,
or throw it away. Pull the fuel pump out of the fuel filter. On the stock fuel pump you should
have a black crown, remove that crown and put it on the new fuel pump. The grommet should
have stayed in the filter, if it came out, put it back in. This is where the magic happens and is a
very important step in proper the proper fit of the fuel pump when it goes back into the fuel
assembly. Take a flat head screw driver and pry off the metal o-clip holding on the pickup sock
assembly to the bottom of the fuel pump, you will no longer need this. Next pull off the pickup
sock, and remove the metal o-ring and keep it handy as you will need that again. Dremel the
tube of the pickup sock, or sand it down flat until you sand it down mid-way through the tab.
Also, you may remove the tab for a more flush fit to the new fuel pump. See picture below. If one
or more tabs do not clasp properly, then you need to take more off, if you get a perfect fit, push
down on the fuel pump, if it moves more than a couple of millimeters up and down then you
took too much off and you will need to get a new stock fuel pick up sock. Keep testing it, take
your time and be patient with this part. From my experience of doing a few of these, I sand the
tube down until I have passed half way through the tab, removed the tab and have gotten a
perfect fit on the first try. Again, just take your time, be patient and keep reassembling and
testing the fit until it is perfect. Just a FYI, if you feel the pickup sock you will feel that it has a
hard plastic skeleton on the inside of it, this will prevent it from collapsing against the bottom of
the fuel reservoir sealing off the fuel pump from getting fuel. This is what we use to our
advantage to create the snug fit we need between the fuel pump and the bottom of the fuel
reservoir. Once you have tested that the fuel pump is properly fitted to the fuel pump assembly
now you are ready to reassemble the entire unit. As an option, you can widen the hole of the
fuel pickup line that clips to the bottom of the fuel pump assembly another mm to insure that it
can pickup more fuel. If your grommet came out of your fuel filter, insure that it is properly
greased up for a good seal. In the event that your grommet stayed in the filter, as a preventive
measure spray some WD or put some motor oil on it for a proper seal. Position the floating
spring and the spring that goes around the pickup line from the cap of the fuel pump assembly
and connect all the electrical connections and reconnect the pickup line to the outside of the
fuel reservoir like it was when you took it apart. Once it is all put back together insure that all
connections are connected, all tabs are tabbed, and that the unit can open and collapse. If you
do not do this right, you will leak gas after your next fill up. We learned the hard way. You may

need a second hand to push down on the fuel pump assembly to keep it sealed into the gas
tank while you maneuver the black ring back in and start catching the threads. Screw the black
ring back in, it should be about 2 and half turns until the arrow triangle on the fuel pump
assembly matches back up with the mark on the black ring itself. Also push down on the fuel
pump assembly, if it moves up and down at all, you will need another turn. If you are not able to
match the arrow back up with your mark on the black plastic ring then the grommet is not
properly seated and it may be getting pinched improperly. Reattach your fuel lines, reconnect
your electrical harnesses and screw the lid plate back down over top of the hole. Your fuel feed
line should be properly clipped in, and the fuel return should be all the way on with the hose
clamp. Reinstall your seat, and do not forget about pulling your seat belt locks up through the
seat before fully pushing it down and locking it into the clips. For the first day or so of driving
the car you may not actually hear the fuel pump, but it will indeed start making a humming noise
in your back seat. This is normal, and you become so accustomed to the sound that you will be
able to hear if a DSM has installed one from about 20 feet away if they have their car idling. You
will indeed run a little richer, but most importantly go tot he dyno and insure everything is on
the up and up with your fuel system before making any hard runs with the car. Not only does
this give you peace of mind, it may save your engine! If for some reason after the install your
car takes forever to crank up like you begin to wonder if your battery is going, you will need to
inspect your grommet to insure that it is not torn, ripped or damaged. A grommet alone will
wreak havoc on a fuel system, and will become a nightmare. Hopefully with this method of the
install you will never have to face that, but if you do, see the section about properly dremeling
down the fuel pickup sock to insure you get a proper snug fit with the fuel pump. What about
the plastic arm that runs from the return to the elect. Does not look like this return connection
can be removed from the top of the pump. Same question is Davehow do you remove that white
clip and the wire harness so that you can get the black ring off appreciate your answer thank
you. Thanks for the article. It came in handy. Your comments on removing the ring were helpful.
The ring was a real bear to remove. It was very tight and required a lot of hammer strokes for
the first turn and a half. Lubing both the grommet and the ring with Vaseline helped a lot with
reassembly. I used a small flat blade screwdriver to m
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ake sure that the grommet was seated properly by tucking in the lip as it was inserted into the
tank. Can you guys provide a step by step on how to actually replace the pump? Like the wiring
and all that good stuff. Hi and thank you for this post. I replaced the fuel pump module and
reused the housing. Is there piece missing in my photo at the link below? I replaced my fuel
pump and reused the housing. Please see the photo at the link and let me know if it looks
correct. And what exactly do you mean by wreaking havokâ€¦. Hey Robert, yes the ribbed one
would cause an issue with getting started as it could break a seal to provide effective delivery of
fuel to your fuel rail. I have a Dodge Stratus. Your email address will not be published. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content.
This installation applies to the following vehicles. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Next Next post: Website Updates.

